Judicial Restraint?
By Geoff Brown
An independent judiciary is one of the cornerstones of American democracy and the rule of law. But increasing challenges to the authority of judges have many in the legal community concerned about maintaining the rightful balance of power.

The Argument for Oral Advocacy
By Devin Powell
Considered a vanishing breed, skilled practitioners of the oral argument command attention from Moot Court to the Supreme Court.

Bringing Military Tribunals into Focus
By Mike Field
How do you draw the line between national security and individual rights? A new movie, developed in collaboration with the law school, sheds fresh insights on the issues so fundamental to the secrecy-shrouded U.S. military tribunals at Guantanamo, Cuba.

Matters of Judgment
Give Due Process Its Due
By Professor Shernryn Ifill
The “Forum of Principle” Revisited
By Professor Mark A. Graber
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